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What is AMBOSS? 

AMBOSS is an interactive library of 
20,000+ medical topics interlinked 
with a Question Bank with 5,100+ 

clinical case-based questions. 

With all the necessary resources 
available in one place, AMBOSS 

delivers up-to-date medical 
knowledge to nearly two million 
students, physicians, and faculty 

around the world.

https://amboss.com/us


What is AMBOSS?
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Knowledge Library Question Bank Analysis Tools

❏ 1,200+ peer-reviewed articles 

❏ 20,000+ searchable preclinical 
and clinical medical topics

❏ Thousands of high-quality and 
interactive medical imaging, 
illustrations, videos, and charts

❏ 5,120+  ready-to-use clinical 
case-based questions with 5 
difficulty levels

❏ All vignettes and answers  
are linked directly to our 
Knowledge Library for easy 
cross-referencing

❏ Built-in learning analytics help 
students stay on track and 
optimize their study time

❏ Faculty and students have the 
ability to monitor progress and 
address problems early



How is our 
content CREATED?

3rd Physician
Supervising Editor

2nd Physician
Cross-Checker
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Copy Editor
Proofreader

1st Physician
Content Creator

All of our content is peer-reviewed and continuously updated by our team of 100+ expert physicians. 

https://www.amboss.com/us/knowledge/AMBOSS_content_updates
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 How can I use AMBOSS in my teaching?

Whether you’re teaching face-to-face or remotely, AMBOSS offers faculty 
the problem-based learning tools to support blended or hybrid learning 
models geared toward evidence-based practice (EBP). 



Teaching with AMBOSS 
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Knowledge Library Question Bank Analysis Tools

Skill building:
Deploy problem-based learning by giving 

students the opportunity to apply their 
critical thinking skills to solve clinical 

vignettes from our QBank. Unique 
question can be used for formative 

assessment.

Knowledge building: 
Use our library articles and interactive 

multimedia to teach and reinforce 
concepts, ensuring your students 

internalize the “body of knowledge they 
need for exams and clinical practice.

Fine-tuning: 
Rely on our built-in analytics for teaching 
and learning recommendations to ensure 
your students’ weaknesses are identified 

and addressed early.



Teaching Tip #1

Use the 
Knowledge 
Library
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The Knowledge Library

Search the AMBOSS Library for 
any medical term and instantly 
find the information you need.

Find everything 
with our search 
function
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The Knowledge Library

Assign thousands 
of peer-reviewed 
articles from our 
Library
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Guides learner to a specific article

The Knowledge Library

Assign specific articles to your students
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The Knowledge Library

Assign specific sections to your students

Guides learner to a specific section



In lecture, remind MST121 
students to review clinical 
features and diagnostics of 
acute heart failure before the 
final exam.

Additional information can be 
found in Toronto Notes 
textbook, p. 127.

The Knowledge Library

Want to add something relevant to 
your teaching? Use our popular 
Notes function and instantly share 
your knowledge with your 
students.

Add your own 
notes to the 
platform



The Knowledge Library

Students can strengthen and 
consolidate their knowledge using 
ANKI’s media-rich flashcards. 

They’ll see pop-up definitions, 
explanations, and our medical 
images in virtual flashcards that 
connect directly to our Library. 

Encourage Spaced 
Repetition with 
ANKI

Click or tap to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_Dgj7wGpK8


Illustrations Images Charts

Our comprehensive collection  of visual aids will help your students break down even the most complex topics. 

The Knowledge Library

Reference thousands of medical illustrations, images, and 
charts in your teaching



The Knowledge Library

Small active learning strategies, such as table quizzes, have been proven effective in allowing students to check their 
understanding of recent material or highlight gaps in their knowledge before moving forward. 

Test your students’ knowledge with our built-in quizzes
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The Knowledge Library

Test your students’ 
knowledge with 
our built-in quizzes

Our quizzes can be instantly  
integrated into lectures or 
assigned to your students for 
self-directed learning.
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The Knowledge Library

Examine thousands of  X-rays, CT scans, ultrasounds, and other high-quality medical images with our overlay feature to sharpen 
your students’ diagnostic skills.

Use our interactive medical imaging to teach



The Knowledge Library

Our virtual microscope allows students to see specimens at any scale. 
We even pinpoint the information they need to know.

Take a closer look with Smart Zoom



The Knowledge Library

Incorporate hours 
of expert video 
content

Our Library contains hundreds of 
videos, including chalk talks, 
explanatory tutorials, and clinical 
demonstrations.

Click or tap to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLXJ63bhuDE
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The Knowledge Library

Ask students to review clinical exam protocols in advance

Click or tap to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdkYujPkeqo
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The Knowledge Library

Simulate patient encounters with your students



Teaching Tip #2

Use the 
Question Bank
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Select from 5,100+ MCQs Choose the difficulty level Customize your question sessions

The Question Bank

Use our Question Bank for the formative 
assessment of your students’ clinical knowledge



The Question Bank

Our highlighting 
feature helps 
students focus

With the click of a button, 
students can easily separate the 
information they need from the 
distractors to help get them to the 
right answer.



The Question Bank

Unsure? 
Students can ask 
the Attending

The Attending gives students a 
push in the right direction, helping 
them improve their differential 
diagnostic skills by giving them  a 
better grasp of the logic of the 
question.



The Question Bank

Right or wrong, 
there’s always an 
explanation

Students will  always be presented 
with an explanation that details 
why their answer choice was 
either correct or incorrect.

Quick explanations and direct links 
to the Library allow students  to 
review relevant material  
immediately.



Over 5,120+ questions 
to choose from 

Place them in
an individual folder

Your students can find them 
under “My University”

View our step-by-step tutorial here.

The Question Bank

Create and assign unique question sets 
with our University Sessions feature

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcPB9ELdgwQ&feature=youtu.be


The Question Bank

Our modular courses improve students’  knowledge in any subject by pairing articles with question 
sets. Students can even create their own study plans with topics from your syllabus.

Choose material from our selection of online courses
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The Question Bank

With each course module, students are able to mark articles as read and test that knowledge directly 
through the accompanying Question Bank session.

Choose material from our selection of online courses



Teaching Tip #3

Use Learning 
Analytics
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Learning Analytics

Students stay on 
track with our 
learning analytics.

Each student can chart their 
progress with our built-in learning 
analytics. They also receive 
personalized study 
recommendations to keep them on 
track. 
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Learning Analytics

We’ve built powerful Learning Analytics that allow faculty to analyze your the learning and 
engagement of your students, identify gaps in knowledge, and adjust your teaching.

Visualize the impact of your teaching 



Institutions around the world work with us to innovate 

their medical school curriculums and support 

self-directed learning for their students.

Our team supports universities and faculty with:

● Integrating custom learning solutions 

● Up-to-date digital medical content for learners

● Formative assessments and licensing exam prep

● Using learning analytics for teaching                                                                          

Whatever your vision — we’re here to talk it through.

institutions@amboss.com

Want to learn more? Contact us!

...and much more!





iOS Android

   Available on the Apple App Store  & Google Play Store
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